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Abstract We have found that the dissolution of

cellulose in the binary mixed solvent tetrabutylam-

monium acetate/dimethyl sulfoxide follows a previ-

ously overlooked near-stoichiometric relationship

such that one dissolved acetate ion is able to dissolve

an amount of cellulose corresponding to about one

glucose residue. The structure and dynamics of the

resulting cellulose solutions were investigated using

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and nuclear

magnetic resonance techniques as well as molecular

dynamics simulation. This yielded a detailed picture

of the dissolution mechanism in which acetate ions

form hydrogen bonds to cellulose and causes a diffuse

solvation sheath of bulky tetrabutylammonium coun-

terions to form. In turn, this leads to a steric repulsion

that helps to keep the cellulose chains apart. Structural

similarities to previously investigated cellulose solu-

tions in aqueous tetrabutylammonium hydroxide were

revealed by SAXS measurement. To what extent this

corresponds to similarities in dissolutionmechanism is

discussed.

Keywords Cellulose dissolution � Ionic liquids �
Nuclear magnetic resonance � Small angle X-ray

scattering � Molecular dynamics simulations

Introduction

Cellulose is the most abundant natural polymer on

Earth and an important raw material in a bio-based

economy. As cellulose cannot be melted without

chemical derivatization, it needs to be dissolved in

order to be shaped into, e.g., fibres, films, or foams.

Cellulose is insoluble in most common solvents,

including water. Over the years, however, several

classes of efficient cellulose solvents from wildly

different chemical families have been discovered.

Prominent among these are N-methylmorpholine-N-

oxide, lithium chloride in dimethylacetamide, various
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transition metal complexes in water, and superphos-

phoric acid (Liebert et al. 2010). A class of solvents

that have attracted much interest during recent years is

ionic liquids (IL) (Swatloski et al. 2002; Zhang et al.

2017). Some IL can dissolve technically relevant

amounts of cellulose, and have also been used

successfully in wood component separation (Kilpe-

läinen et al. 2007), chemical derivatization of cellu-

lose (Gericke et al. 2012; Heinze and Gericke 2014),

or in regeneration and cellulose fibre spinning (Sixta

et al. 2015). However, imidazolium based IL, a family

that includes several of the most-studied IL cellulose

solvents, have been shown to be reactive towards

reducing sugars, including the reducing terminus of

cellulose (Gericke et al. 2012; Clough et al. 2015).

Alkylammonium IL have shown good potential in

terms of cellulose dissolution capacity, stability and

recyclability. Among these, tetrabutylammonium

acetate (TBAAc) solutions in DMSO dissolve cellu-

lose of high degree of polymerization (DP) in

concentrations suitable for fibre spinning close to

room temperature (Miao et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2015).

As TBAAc has a melting point at the very upper edge

of the IL range, the use of co-solvent is necessary to

allow cellulose dissolution near room temperature.

This is not necessarily a disadvantage; addition of

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to 1-ethyl-3-methylimi-

dazolium acetate (EmimAc) has previously been

shown to promote the dissolution of cellulose (Li

et al. 2016). For 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chlo-

ride, addition of low concentrations of DMSO

enhances the dissolution of cellulose by weakening

the electrostatic ion-ion interactions (Zhang et al.

2016). However, a further increase in DMSO concen-

tration was found to severely decrease the dissolution

capability. The dissolution mechanism has been

investigated by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

techniques (Huang et al. 2016). In common with other

IL cellulose solvent systems (Zhao et al. 2013; Payal

et al. 2015), it was found to be crucially dependent on

the hydrogen bonding ability of the anion. The cation

was suggested to form ion-pairs with acetate at higher

TBAAc concentrations (Huang et al. 2016), with

detrimental effect on cellulose dissolution.

In this work, we map the dependence of the

cellulose solubility on the concentration of TBAAc

and investigate the dynamics and structure of the

resulting cellulose solutions using diffusion NMR and

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The

interpretation of the experimental results is aided by

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which provide

mechanistic understanding of the system in molecular

detail. Finally, we discuss the dissolution mechanism

in comparison to that in aqueous ‘‘onium’’ hydroxides,

a class of cellulose solvents that has attracted recent

attention (Ema et al. 2014; Abe et al. 2015). We have

recently investigated cellulose solutions in the tetra-

butylammonium hydroxide (TBAH)/water solvent

system using similar methods (Behrens et al. 2016;

Gubitosi et al. 2016; Gentile and Olsson 2016).

Experimental

Materials

TBAAc, 97 wt.% (lot no SHBF8128V), was acquired

from Sigma Aldrich and extra dry DMSO,

99.7? wt.% (lot no 1371030) was acquired from

Fisher Scientific. MCC Avicel PH-101 was acquired

from Food Machinery Corporation and dried in oven

at 40 �C for three hours before dissolution. The

structures of all solvent components are shown in

Fig. 1. Three TBAAc/DMSO stock solutions (1:8, 2:7,

and 3:6 TBAAc:DMSO weight ratios) were first

prepared by adding TBAAc to dry DMSO under

stirring at 60 �C. The stock solutions were divided into
separate samples and the required amount of cellulose

was added under stirring. Overhead stirring was

applied until the dissolution process reached steady

state and the samples were thereafter removed and

stored in room temperature.

Light microscopy

Lightmicrographswere capturedusingaNikonSMZ1500

equipped with a 3.0MP CMOS microscope camera. The

material was placed between two glass slides separated by

Fig. 1 Molecular structures of all components of the solvent,

with all distinguishable carbon atoms labeled: TBAþ (I, II, III,

IV), acetate (V, VI), and DMSO (VII)
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a fixed distance to obtain comparable images of samples

with dissolved and undissolved cellulose.

Turbidity measurements

Absorbance of solutions was measured at 800, 825,

and 850 nm wavelengths on an UV/vis spectrometer

(Specorde 200 Plus, Analytic Jena). None of the

chemical species in the solution show any absorption

at these wavelengths. Hence, measured absorbance is

due to scattering and can be used to calculate the

turbidity as � 1
L
ln ðTÞ, where T is the average trans-

mission from the three wavelengths and L is the optical

path length of the cuvette.

1H and 13C NMR

1H and 13C NMRmeasurements were performed on an

11.75 T Bruker Avance500 instrument equipped with

a 5 mm broad band probe. All measurements were

conducted at 40:00 �C and before each measurement

the temperature was allowed to equilibrate for 5 min.

Deuterated trimethylsilyl propanoic acid (TMSP-d4)

in D2O was used as reference in a separate capillary

inside each sample. 1H NMR measurements were

conducted using a 10.0 ls pulse and 1 scan. 13C NMR

measurements were conducted using a 9.2 ls pulse, up
to 360 scans, and with a 0.2 s relaxation delay. All

NMR spectra were processed with MestreNova 8.1.

The quantity of main interest is the difference in

chemical shift relative to cellulose-free solutions, Dd.
To compensate for non-specific medium effects when

calculating Dd, the average of the three shift differ-

ences for the (hydrogen atoms bonded to) TBAþ

carbon atoms II, III, and IV, for which the shift

changes were small and mutually similar, was sub-

tracted from Dd for each solution.

Diffusion NMR

Diffusion NMR measurements were performed on a

4.68 T Bruker 200 instrument equipped with a

commercial diffusion probe (DIF-25 5 mm). Mea-

surements were conducted at 40 �C using a pulsed field

gradient stimulated spin-echo (PGSTE) pulse

sequence. Measurements were conducted using a

9.5 ls 1H pulse, 8 scans, and a 4.0 s relaxation delay.

In the PGSTE a pair of trapezoidal narrow magnetic

field gradient pulses were applied with amplitude g of

52.11 G/cm and duration, s, of 2 ms, encoded for spin

displacement over a controlled observation time D of

140 ms. Three p=2 radio frequency pulses were

applied in order to avoid the contribution of the spin-

spin relaxation time, T2. The time between the first and

second pulse was short (3.2 ms) while the time

between the second and third pulse was longer

(26.8 ms). The resulting spin-echo decays for TBAþ

and DMSO were analyzed according to (Stejskal and

Tanner 1965),

ln
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¼ �D

"
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where I is the echo amplitude, I0 the amplitude at g ¼ 0,

c the gyro-magnetic ratio of the proton, and b is the so

called b-factor (Le Bihan et al. 1986), reflecting the

strength and timing of the gradients used to generate

diffusion-weighted images. The spin-echo decay for

the acetate was analyzed in a slightly different manner

since one of the NMR peaks of the TBAþ was

overlapping with the only signal of the acetate. This

resulted in a double exponential echo-decay, due to the

two components. Since the diffusion rate of the TBAþ

(DTBAþ) could be extracted from other, non-overlap-

ping, signals and the proportion, p, between the TBAþ

and acetate was known, p ¼ 1� p ¼ 0:5, the echo-

decay of the two components could be fitted using

I

I0
¼ pe�DTBAþb þ ð1� pÞe�DAc�b ð2Þ

giving the acetate diffusion rate. To validate the results,

selected samples at low and high cellulose concentration

were measured on an 11.75 T Bruker Avance500

equipped with an imaging probe. Due to the higher

field, and the fact that at high and low concentrations the

signals were less overlapping, it was possible to observe

two resolved signals for the TBAþ and acetate and

consequently to measure the diffusion coefficients

separately using Eq. 1. The results were in agreement

with those obtained using Eq. 2.

SAXS

SAXS measurements were performed at the MAX II

SAXS beamline I911-4 at MAX IV Laboratory in Lund,

Sweden (Labrador et al. 2013). The scattered intensity

(wavelength = 0.91 Å), was recorded in the scattering
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vector range 0.1–5.5 nm-1. The data was brought to

absolute scale using water as a primary standard.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Systems composed of between zero and twelve

cellodecaose molecules (referred to as ’cellulose’

below) as well as 50, 90, or 120 TBAAc ion pairs and

926, 1215, or 1543 DMSO molecules, respectively,

were considered. This gave solvent compositions of

1:8, 2:7, and 3:6 TBAAc:DMSO by weight. Simula-

tions with zero, two, three, and five cellulose

molecules were carried out in 1:8 TBAAc:DMSO

solvent; with zero, one, two, three, six, and nine

cellulose molecules in 2:7 TBAAc:DMSO solvent;

and with zero, one, two, three, six, nine, and twelve

cellulose molecules in 3:6 TBAAc:DMSO solvent.

These compositions cover the concentration range in

which cellulose is soluble. The degree of polymeriza-

tion (DP) was at least one order of magnitude lower

than what is typical in wood pulp, but should be

adequate for the short-range structure to be repro-

duced. The cut-off for short-range interactions was

0.8 nm. Long-range electrostatics were handled using

the particle-mesh Ewald method (Essmann et al.

1995). The temperature was kept at 40 �C using the

Bussi thermostat and the pressure at 1 bar using a weak

coupling barostat (Bussi et al. 2007; Berendsen et al.

1984). All bond lengths were constrained to their

equilibrium value using the LINCS algorithm (Hess

et al. 1997). The time step was 2 fs and the total

simulation time was between 300 and 400 ns, of which

the first 50 ns were discarded as equilibration. All

calculations were performed using GROMACS ver-

sion 4.6.3 (Hess et al. 2008).

The cellulose was modeled using the GLYCAM06

force field (Kirschner et al. 2008; Tessier et al. 2008).

Bonded and Lennard-Jones parameters for acetate and

TBAþ were taken from the same force-field. Partial

charges of 0, 0.1, 0.05, 0.025 and 0.0125 unit charges

were assigned for the TBAþ nitrogen and TBAþ

carbons I, II, II, and IV, respectively. These charges

where selected by analogy to shorter-chained tetra-

alkyl ammonium ions (Heyda et al. 2010), which

follow the trend that the total charge of a methylene/

methyl group is approximately halved for each ’step’

away from the nitrogen. Note that these partial charges

give a total charge of 0.75 unit charges. This scaling-

down of ionic charges is appropriate to compensate for

the lack of electronic polarization in the model, which

would otherwise cause the electrostatic interactions to

be overestimated (Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov

2011). The acetate partial charges were taken from

(Liu et al. 2010) and scaled by a factor 0.75. For

DMSO the GAFF force-field for bonded and Lennard-

Jones interactions with partial charges from (Geerke

et al. 2004). These partial charges were obtained by

fitting to reproduce condensed-phase properties and

their values reflect the polarization environment in the

liquid state. Therefore, no scaling of the partial

charges on DMSO molecules was applied.

Density functional theory

The chemical shift changes of acetate due to hydrogen

bonding to cellulose were computed using density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations. Five hundred snapshots

of acetate ionswith at least one hydrogenbond to cellulose

were extracted from the MD simulations. The conven-

tional geometric criterion of an O–O distance less than

0.35 nm and an H–donor O–acceptor O angle of less than

30 degrees was used. Carbon atoms bonded to hydrogen-

donatinghydroxyl groupswere cut out of the carbohydrate

backbone and hydrogen atoms were added to satisfy the

valence.Thisproducedeithermethanolor ethyleneglycol,

the latter when adjacent hydroxyl groups were simultane-

ously hydrogen bonded to the same acetate ion. The

structures were relaxed to the nearest energyminimum by

geometry optimization using DFT with the B97-2 func-

tional (Wilson et al. 2001), and the 6-311??g(d,p) basis

set (McLean and Chandler 1980; Krishnan et al. 1980).

NMR chemical shifts were calculated with the gauge-

independent atomic orbitals (GIAO) method using the

same density functional with the pcSseg-2 basis set

(Jensen 2015), both of which are optimized for chemical

shift calculations. In all calculations, a polarizable contin-

uum solventmodel corresponding toDMSOwas included

using the SCRFmethod. The calculationswere performed

using Gaussian09 (Frisch et al. 2009).

Results

Cellulose solubility

Micrographs and turbidity data are shown in Fig. 2.

For the 1:8, 2:7, and 3:6 TBAAc:DMSO weight ratios,
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the turbidity starts deviating from zero around 6, 10,

and 15 wt.% of added MCC, respectively, Fig. 2a.

Undissolved material appears in the micrographs

around the same concentrations, Fig. 2c. The solubil-

ity limit corresponds approximately to a molar ratio of

1:1 between cellulose anhydroglucose units (AGU)

and TBAAc. This is illustrated in Fig. 2b; the turbidity

is close to zero up to an AGU/TBAAc molar ratio,

nAGU=nTBAAc, of unity for all solvent compositions.

Thus, there is a near-stoichiometric relationship such

that each TBAAc formula unit is able to dissolve an

amount of cellulose corresponding to one AGU.

Cellulose solubility corresponding to a molar ratio

0.48:1 AGU:IL have been reported for several neat

acetate IL (Wang et al. 2012).

In an earlier investigation (Huang et al. 2016),

performed at room temperature, the maximum cellu-

lose solubility was observed for 15 wt.% TBAAc in

DMSO (1.35:7.65 TBAAc:DMSO weight ratio); fur-

ther increase in TBAAc concentration resulted in

lower cellulose solubility. This feature was ascribed to

an onset of ion-pairing above that concentration. In

contrats, we did not observe a maximum in cellulose

solubility at 40 �C. While there is no contradiction due

to the difference in temperature, the difference in

behavior at the two temperatures is somewhat surpris-

ing. Ion-pairing can generally be modelled as an

equilibrium between free and paired ions and should

thus show a gradual, rather than sudden, onset with

changes in concentration and temperature. The obser-

vation that the border to the ion-paired stage does seem

sharp suggests that there are aspects of this system that

are not compeltely understood. Some tetrabutylam-

monium salts display liquid–liquid phase coexistance

in aqueous solution (Weingärtner 2008). If some

similar phenomenon occurs for TBAAc in DMSO

solution, it may provide an alternative explanation for

the observed facts.

Acetate binding

The simulation snapshots in Fig. 3a show that the

acetate ions are predominantly bound to cellulose

while TBAþ ions occupy the space between the

chains. The density maps in Fig. 3b show that the

acetate binding is localized to a handful of sites where

the ions can form dual hydrogen bonds to cellulose

hydroxyl groups. Neither the DMSO solvent nor

TBAþ ions show the same type of highly localized

binding but rather form loose solvation sheaths around

the cellulose chains.

We performed NMR experiments to quantify the

binding of acetate to cellulose, analogous to those

presented in (Huang et al. 2016) but directly on

dissolved cellulose, rather than on the model com-

pound cellobiose. The 1H and 13C NMR results are

shown in Fig. 4a, b, respectively, in terms of Dd, the
difference in chemical shift relative to cellulose-free

solution. See SI for example spectra. For each of the

acetate nuclei, there is a near-linear change in Dd with
cellulose concentration up to the cellulose solubility

limit. Dd for methyl hydrogen and for carbon V

increases with increasing cellulose concentration.

There is a corresponding decrease in Dd for carbon

VI. With the exception of the 1H Dd from the TBAþ

carbon I, only small shift changes can be seen for

TBAþ and DMSO. The TBAþ 1H Dd depends mainly

on the cellulose concentration, rather than the solvent

composition, and therefore seems to originate from

interaction with cellulose.

Fig. 2 Turbidity of the 1:8 (circles), 2:7 (triangles), and 3:6

(squares) TBAAc:DMSO samples as a function of cellulose

concentration, expressed as: a wt.% and b AGU/acetate molar

ratio. c Light microscopy images of the 2:7 TBAAc:DMSO

samples with 9, 10, 12, and 15 wt.% cellulose
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The DFT calculations yielded average differences

in shift between the free and hydrogen bonded states of

0.079 ± 0.002 ppm for the acetate 1H signal. For the
13C signals, DFT gave shift differences of 1.39 ± 0.09

and -0.50 ± 0.03 ppm for acetate carbon atoms V

and VI, respectively. The magnitudes of the two 13C

shift differences were thus underestimated as com-

pared to the maximum observed Dd. However, the
signs and the approximate relative magnitudes of the
13C shift differences are consistent with experiment.

This lends strong support to the interpretation that the

acetate shift changes are being due to hydrogen

bonding, as suggested in an earlier investigation

(Huang et al. 2016).

We estimate the proportion of bound acetate as

from the shift changes of acetate carbon atoms through

PAc� ¼ Ddmax � Dd
Ddmax

; ð3Þ

where Ddmax is the shift change for the maximum

cellulose concentration. In Fig. 4c, we compare this

estimate to the amount of bound acetate as a function

Fig. 3 a Visualization of one frame of the simulation trajectory of

the 2:7 TBAAc:DMSO solvent with 10 wt.% cellulose. From left

to right cellulose (gray); cellulose and acetate (red); and cellulose,

acetate, and TBAþ (blue). bDensity maps, i.e., isosurfaces of the

concentration field around a cellulose AGU for DMSO sulfur

(orange), acetate carboxyl carbon (red) and TBAþ nitrogen

(blue). The transparent surfaces encloses regions with local

concentration at least double the bulk concentration and the

opaque surfaces (present only for acetate) correspond to twenty

times the bulk concentration. (Color figure online)
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of nAGU=nTBAAc with the proportion of bound acetate

calculated from the simulation trajectories. For this

analysis, acetate ions with their carboxyl carbon atoms

within 0.38 nm of any cellulose atom are considered

bound to cellulose. This cut-off distance coincides

with the minimum beyond the first peak of the

corresponding radial distribution function. Both the

experimental and simulated data fall close to a line

with a slope slightly below unity up to

nAGU=nTBAAc ¼ 1, corresponding to the cellulose sol-

ubility limit. The agreement confirms that acetate ions

binds to cellulose with a stoichiometry of approxi-

mately one per AGU, which appears to explain why

the solubility follows that approximate stoichiometry.

Diffusion

Diffusion NMR spectroscopy was used to follow the

diffusion coefficients of the solvent species as a

function of cellulose concentration. The measured and

simulated diffusion coefficients are shown in Fig. 5. In

the absence of cellulose, the acetate ions diffuse faster

than the TBAþ ions. This is typical for diffusion of

ions in solution but contrasts with the situation in neat

IL, where large cations tend to diffuse faster than small

anions. The diffusion rates of all components of the

solvent decreases with increasing cellulose concen-

tration, with the largest change seen for acetate. For

the highest cellulose concentrations, the diffusion

coefficients of acetate and TBAþ almost exactly

coincide. The simulations are in fair quantitative

agreement with the experiments. As the force field has

not been specifically parametrized to reproduce diffu-

sion coefficients, this inspires confidence in its general

reliability.

A recent study on cellulose dissolved in TBAH/water

(Gentile and Olsson 2016), showed that a simple two-

state model describes the binding of TBAþ to cellulose

in that solvent. This model assumes that the observed

diffusion coefficient of each species i is given by

Di ¼ ð1� PiÞD0
i þ PiDcell; ð4Þ

where Pi is the proportion of bound molecules of

species i, c.f. Eq. 3. Di is the observed diffusion

coefficient D0
i is the diffusion coefficient of a ’free’

molecule of species i, assumed here to be equal to the

diffusion coefficient in cellulose-free solution, and

Dcell is the diffusion coefficient of cellulose, and any

molecules bound to cellulose. As Dcell � 0, Eq. 4

simplifies to Di ¼ ð1� PiÞD0
i . If species i binds

stoichiometrically to cellulose,

Fig. 4 1H (a) and 13C (b) NMR chemical shift changes for the

atoms indicated, see Fig. 1, in acetate (red), TBAþ (blue) and

DMSO (orange) in 1:8 (circles), 2:7 (triangles), and 3:6

(squares) TBAAc:DMSO weight ratio solvent, as a function

of cellulose concentration. c The fraction of acetate bound to

cellulose obtained from the NMR chemical shifts via Eq. 3

(filled symbols) and from simulation (open symbols), see text,

for 1:8 (circles), 2:7 (triangles), and 3:6 (squares)

TBAAc:DMSO ratios. (Color figure online)
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Pi ¼ Ni

nAGU

ni
; ð5Þ

where nAGU and ni are the number of moles of

anhydroglucose units and species i, respectively, and

Ni is the coordination number for binding of species

i to cellulose.

The diffusion coefficients, normalized by their

value for zero cellulose concentration, D0
i , were

plotted against the corresponding molar ratio

nAGU=ni in Fig. 6. If the two-state model holds, this

should yield straight line with the slope �Ni for each

species. For acetate, the data for low cellulose

concentrations falls close to, though slightly below,

the line expressing the expectation raised by Fig. 4c.

Namely, that the two-state model holds withNAc� � 1.

For nAGU=nTBAAc greater than about 0.5, the curves

start to diverge. For TBAþ, the curves diverge already
for small cellulose concentrations. This leads to the

conclusion that the two-state model is not able to

describe the diffusion behavior of TBAþ ions. The

Fig. 5 Diffusion coefficients from NMR (filled symbols) and

simulation (open symbols) for DMSO (orange), acetate (red),

and TBAþ (blue) for the TBAAc:DMSO weight ratios

indicated. (Color figure online) Fig. 6 Alternative representation of the data in Fig. 5 that

allows interpretation in terms of the two-state model, see Eqs. 4

and 5. The diffusion coefficients are here normalized by the

value for zero cellulose concentration and the cellulose

concentration is given as the molar ratio nAGU=nTBAAc or

nAGU=nDMSO as appropriate. Symbols corresponding to different

TBAAc:DMSO weight ratios are distinguished by the choice of

symbols: 1:8 by circles, 2:7 by triangles, and 3:6 by squares
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DMSO curves are approximately linear with a slope

corresponding to NDMSO ¼ 6 for small nAGU=nDMSO.

It appears that the two-state model can roughly

describe the diffusion of acetate and DMSO for low

cellulose concentration, but not that of TBAþ for any

appreciable cellulose concentration. This is in stark

contrast to previous results for the TBAH/water

system (Gentile and Olsson 2016). In that work, the

solvent diffusion coefficient was almost unaffected by

the presence of cellulose. (The hydroxide anion could

not be observed separately as the signal from its

exchangeable proton merges with the water signal.)

What little dependence was observed, a few percent,

could be accounted for by the excluded volume of the

cellulose molecules (Jönsson et al. 1986). Here, in

contrast, the diffusion coefficient deviates from the

cellulose-free value by as much as tens of percent,

which is incompatible with the excluded volume

explanation.

To explore the dynamic correlations in the simu-

lated system, we computed the life time of contacts

between the various species. The contact life time, tlife,

is a measure of the average duration of a contact and

was calculated as described in SI. We considered the

simulated systems containing one cellulose molecule

each, so that the results are relevant in the limit of

infinite dilution. For our purposes, molecules are in

contact if their ’central’ atoms are within 0.72 nm of

each other. This cut-off distance is sufficient to

accommodate contacts between the largest species in

the system and was applied also to smaller species for

consistency. For DMSO we take the sulfur atom to be

central, for TBAþ nitrogen, for acetate the carboxyl

carbon and for cellulose the hydroxyl oxygen atom

bonded to C2 (other choices for cellulose gave similar

results).

Contact life times for selected pairs of species are

shown in Fig. 7. For acetate-cellulose contacts, tlife,

falls between 10 and 20 ns, an order of magnitude

more long lived than TBAþ-acetate ion pairs and two

orders of magnitude more long-lived than acetate-

DMSO contacts. The long life time of acetate-

cellulose contacts is consistent with the highly local-

ized binding of acetate described above, see Fig. 3,

and validates the assumptions in the two-state model

that the diffusion coefficient of bound acetate is

effectively that of cellulose. The life-times of for

TBAþ-cellulose contacts vary between 1 and 4 ns,

about one order of magnitude longer than that of

TBAþ–DMSO contacts. The large slow-down can be

rationalized by the strong electrostatic interaction

between TBAþ ions and cellulose chains with a high

density of bound acetate. This may also explain the

observation that the diffusion coefficients of TBAþ

and acetate are approximately equal in solutions

saturated with cellulose, see Fig. 5. DMSO-cellulose

contacts are consistently about three times as long

lived as DMSO-DMSO contacts. This provides a

rationale why the two-state model seems to also

describe the data for DMSO: while the DMSO

molecules in the first cellulose solvation shell are not

bound in the same sense as acetate, they a sufficiently

slowed down for it to have a considerable effect on the

diffusion coefficient.

SAXS

SAXS experiments were performed to probe the

solution structure. Data obtained for 10 wt.% MCC

in the 2:7 TBAAc: DMSO solvent are shown in Fig. 8.

Measurements for lower cellulose concentrations were

not possible due to low transmission, resulting from

strong X-ray absorption by the DMSO sulfur. There is

a hump in the vicinity of q ¼ 3nm�1. A similar feature

exists in cellulose solutions in the TBAH/water system

Fig. 7 Simulated contact life times, tlife, for the pairs of species

indicated as a function of TBAAc:DMSO ratio for low cellulose

concentration
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(Behrens et al. 2016). As we argued that study, it

signifies the presence a core-shell structure.

We used The Pedersen–Schurtenberger model

(PSM) to fit the data in the high-q range (Pedersen

and Schurtenberger 1996), red curve in Fig. 8a. This

model describes individual semi-flexible polymer

chains with excluded volume interactions. It is a

discrete representation of the worm-like chain model

of Kratky and Porod, applied in the pseudo-continuous

limit. This model was implemented considering a non-

homogeneous radial scattering length density (SLD)

distribution to describe the enhanced scattering around

q ¼ 3 nm-1, using the same approach as in ref.

(Behrens et al. 2016). A core-shell cross section model

was introduced, with the shell electron density being

about 90% of the bulk solvents, as depicted in Fig. 8b.

For lower q-values, the scattered intensity is signifi-

cantly higher compared to what is predicted by the

PSM. This shows that the cellulose molecules form

aggregates, again similar to what was previously

observed in aqueous tetrabutylammonium hydroxide

solvent (Behrens et al. 2016; Gubitosi et al. 2016).

The green curve in Fig. 8a was obtained by modelling

the aggregates as fractal clusters with a radius of

gyration of 14 nm and a fractal dimension d ¼ 2:4, see

SI for details (Hammouda 2010). Hence, the aggre-

gates appear somewhat more dense than, for example,

a single excluded-volume polymer coil, for which

d � 5=3.

We present the simulated radial SLD profile and the

corresponding profiles of the contributions from the

various chemical species in Fig. 9. The profiles are

computed from the atomic number density in cylin-

drical shells around the C1-C4 axis in each AGU. The

distance from this axis is denoted r. The atoms are

assumed to be point scatterers and we therefore do not

expect quantitative accuracy. Acetate is strongly

enriched in the region around r ¼ 0:5nm, but depleted

Fig. 8 SAXS profile in absolute intensity and calculated curves

for the form factor of a single semi-flexible cellulose chain (red)

and of a fractal cluster (green) for 10 wt.% MCC in 2:7

TBAAc:DMSO. b SLD radial profile used for the calculation of

the form factor of the single chain. (Color figure online)

Fig. 9 SLD profile of cellulose solvation sheath, not including

the contribution from the cellulose chain itself, calculated from

simulation and the contributions from individual species to the

SLD profile, as indicated. ‘‘Cellulose’’ referrs to the contribution

from cellulose chains other than the central one
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for larger r. TBAþ is enriched to varying degree in the

entire region between r ¼ 0:5 and 1.5 nm. This

distribution of ions around the cellulose chain can be

described as an ’ionic atmosphere’, with the inner part

consisting of bound acetate ions and the outer part

consisting of TBAþ counterions. Other cellulose

molecules are excluded from the region in which

TBAþ is enriched due to steric exclusion by the bulky

ions. The total contribution from solute species gives a

deficit of SLD in the region around a cellulose

molecule compared to bulk solution. The DMSO

solvent has the wavy structure that characteristic of a

dense fluid and reflects the bulk packing of solvent

molecules (Hansen and McDonald 2006). The length

scale of this structural feature corresponds to q above

the experimental range and is therefore of limited

relevance for interpretation of the SAXS data. In the

total SLD profile, the same wavy structure can be seen

but beyond the first peak, the curve is depressed such

that the troughs are deeper than the peaks are high.

Thus, the simulations qualitatively reproduce the

presence of a low-SLD shell around the each cellulose

molecule and suggest that it is indicative of repulsion

between cellulose molecules.

Discussion and conclusions

The results above are all consistent with a mechanistic

picture where approximately one acetate ion binds to

each AGU by strong, long-lived hydrogen bonds. This

gives the cellulose an effective negative charge that

causes TBAþ counterions to form a sheath around

each cellulose chain. The electrostatic and steric

repulsion between bound TBAþ cations appears to

prevent association between cellulose molecules and

favor a molecularly dissolved state. Hydrogen bonds

to anions are particularly strong because the ion–

dipole interaction is favorable. The efficiency of ionic

liquids incorporating strong hydrogen bond acceptor

anions was observed already in the pioneering work on

ILs (Swatloski et al. 2002), and further discussed by

Sellin et al. (Sellin et al. 2010). This being the driving

force suggests that the solvents ability to dissolve

cellulose is strongly decreased if water or other

hydrogen bond donors, e.g. alcohols, are present as

impurities, competing with cellulose for hydrogen

bonding with the acetate ion. This is indeed observed

experimentally; the presence of water decreases

cellulose solubility in IL solvents (Olsson et al.

2014; Le et al. 2012). A necessary feature of the

solvent for the hydrogen bonding mechanism thus

appears to be the frustration in the solvent that contains

a strong hydrogen bond acceptor, the acetate ion, but

no donor. The addition of water or alcohol relaxes the

frustration by allowing the formation of more hydro-

gen bonds to acetate. The need for a system to be

frustrated to be a good cellulose solvent probably

applies generally to IL solvents, for instance, a similar

concepts has been applied to explain the difference in

cellulose-dissolving ability of EmimCl and BmimCl

by (Li et al. 2015), and also to amine oxides like

N-Methylmorpholine-N-oxide (NMMO) (Fink et al.

2001). However, in aqueous systems, where abundant

opportunity generally exists to form both acceptor and

donor hydrogen bonds, frustrated conditions can only

be attained for extremely high solute concentrations,

such as in molten salt hydrates (Heinze and Koschella

2005).

There are structural similarities between cellulose

solutions in the TBAAc/DMSO system and in aqueous

TBAH, c.f., Fig. 8 and previously published scattering

curves for the TBAH/water system (Behrens et al.

2016; Gubitosi et al. 2016). Essentially, the solvation

sheath of TBAþ ions around the cellulose molecules is

found in both systems, which indicates the presence of

charge on the cellulose chains. This should favor

molecular dissolution as TBAþ, unlike small cations,

is not likely to be sterically compatible with cellulose

aggregation. Indeed, alkali cations poison the cellu-

lose-dissolving ability of the TBAH/water system,

which can be restored by adding a crown ether (Ema

et al. 2014). A naive analogy to the acetate binding

observed here would suggest that the mechanism of

charging in aqueous TBAH is binding of OH� ions.

However, in light of the lack of frustration in aqueous

systems (Medronho et al. 2012), this appears unlikely.

An alternative explanation for the presence of charge

on the cellulose chains is provided by the recent

observation that cellulose is deprotonated in aqueous

alkali (Bialik et al. 2016), as anticipated by Lindman

et al. (Medronho and Lindman 2014; Alves et al.

2015). Thus, we argue that only the role of the TBAþ

cation is similar between the TBAAc/DMSO and

TBAH/water solvent system; the primary driving

forces for cellulose dissolution are distinct.
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The TBAAc/DMSO cellulose solvent system

appears to have favorable properties for cellulose

shaping applications, e.g. fibre spinning. The presence

of DMSO co-solvent dramatically lowers viscosity

compared to neat IL and offers a way to tune this

property. This may come at no cost in terms of

maximum attainable cellulose concentration; as we

have shown above, TBAAc in DMSO is mole for mole

a more efficient cellulose solvent than many neat

acetate-based IL. The cellulose solubility is, further-

more, predictable over an appreciable composition

range thanks near-stoichiometric relationship found

above, namely that one mole of TBAAc dissolves an

amount of cellulose corresponding to approximately

one mole of glucose residues.
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